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1 Introduction 
Melinda Lamberty of SIL carried out this survey with the help of mother-tongue Mofu-Sud speaker 
Alioum Bayo Mana, who served as a Fulfulde interpreter. The survey consisted of one rapid appraisal 
(RA) group interview of fifteen men on the afternoon of February 19, 2001 at what is considered to be 
the center of Budum village. We also elicited a 120-item word list at that time. The chief of Mbdam 
was away from the village that day, but the quarter head was available and agreed to assist with the 
interview. I am grateful to the District Officer of Mokolo Subdivision, the local authorities, the people 
of Budum village, and Alioum Bayo Mana for their kind assistance with this research. 
 

1.1 Background 
Up to this time, we are not aware of any published information about the Mbdam language and the 
people who speak it. 
 

1.2 Terminology and Classification 
The people call themselves the Mbdam people and their language Mumbdam. 
 
Here is what Grimes says in the 14th edition of the Ethnologue (2000:44): 

MBEDAM [XMD] Northeast of Hina, Mokolo Subdivision, Mayo-Tsanaga Division, Far North 
Province, Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Biu-Mandar, A, A.7. 

 
The ALCAM lists Mbdam as a language with no dialects and gives it the number [253]. Its 
classification is as follows: Chadic—central A, DABA-south. Mbdam is most closely related to 
Daba [252] and Besleri [251]. (Administratively, Besleri is known as Hina.) Daba has three dialects 
(Daba, Mazagway/Mousgoy, and Tpala/Kola). Besleri also has three dialects (Besleri, 
Jingjing/Dzumdzum, and Gamdugun) (Dieu and Renaud 1983:36). 
 

1.3 Location and Population 
 

 
Figure 1: Mbdam and Neighbouring Languages 

(Source: Dieu and Renaud 1983:105.) 
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On the roadmap Budum village appears as “Boundoum”, which lies west of Mofou and Zidim, in 
Mokolo Subdivision of Mayo-Tsanaga Division. Mbdam is composed of ten clans. There are five 
dominant clans whose names are Méléng, Medukélé, Horjok, Kuvbait, and Mbadija (spellings may 
vary). The village of Mbdam Mayo is sometimes cut off during rainy season. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Location of Mbdam Village 
 
The names of the Mbdam village and quarters are not listed in the 1987 census figures, so it is 
difficult to know how large the population actually is. The people themselves say that they have about 
six thousand adult men, which would give a total population estimate of twenty to thirty thousand 
people. This estimate seems exaggerated, however, since the entire population is located within a one 
kilometer radius. Until we obtain more accurate information, we will assume the total population of 
Mbdam to be around six thousand. 
 

1.4 Religion 
The Mbdam interviewees said that the greatest number of them are animists. Christians make up the 
second largest religious group. Muslims are the third largest group, having two hundred members. 
 

1.5 History 
Oral tradition says that all ten clans of Mbdam speakers are descendants of the Méléng clan. 
Mbdam people say they are culturally distinct from all of the neighbouring language groups, 
although they do come together with the Mofu people for markets, marriages, festivals, and death 
celebrations. Mbdam people say they have different origins from the Mofu people. 
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2 Purpose and Approach 

2.1 Purpose of the Survey 
This was a preliminary survey, intended to probe the question of whether or not the Mbdam people 
need language development, mother-tongue literacy, and Bible translation. First of all, is this still a 
living language? What is the extent of multilingualism? Is language use shifting toward Fulfulde, 
which is becoming increasingly widespread in the region as a Language of Wider Communication 
(LWC)? What are the people’s attitudes toward their own language and toward neighbouring 
languages?  
 
Research objectives for this survey: 
• Obtain a self-reported sociolinguistic summary from mother-tongue Mbdam speakers regarding 

the following issues: dialectology, multilingualism, language vitality, and language attitudes. 
• Transcribe and record a current word list at the site of the interview. 
 

2.2 Methodology 

2.2.1 Rapid Appraisal Interview 
The sociolinguistic research approach called the “rapid appraisal” (RA) method utilises group and 
individual interview questionnaires (see Bergman 1991 and Stalder 1996). (The group questionnaire 
form can be found in appendix A.) This method provides a general idea of the linguistic situation of 
the speech varieties being studied. Informant responses reveal the patterns of contact with other 
language groups and degree of multilingualism. The RA method produces an assessment of attitudes 
held by the community (including local community leaders) toward the possibility and value of a 
language development project.  

2.2.2 Lexical Similarity 
Word List Comparison 

In order to determine the significance of lexical differences between Mbdam and neighbouring 
languages, we collected a 120-item word list in the center of Budum village. We used the standard 
cognate count method to compare this list with a published Mafa word list and others. In this method, 
the researchers arrive at a percentage of apparent cognates by first examining each pair of lexical 
items and counting the two words as being cognates or not cognates; then they divide the total number 
of cognates by the number of lexical items.  
 

Range of Error 
The accuracy of lexical similarity percentages is affected by a variety of factors, such as: (1) how well 
the items on a particular word list represent a cross-section of the basic vocabulary, (2) differing word 
choice (synonyms) between individual speakers of the language, (3) variation in the way different 
linguists compare the same set of data, and (4) basic errors in phonetic transcription, comparing, 
counting, and calculating. Gary Simons (1989) outlines a method for determining the statistical range 
of error for lexical similarity that we will apply to these data. He explains the implications of range of 
error as follows: 

Since a lexicostatistic percentage is at best the estimate of a range, the question of significant difference 
becomes important. The fact that two cognate percentages are different numbers does not necessarily 
mean that they represent different degrees of relationship. Because each cognate percentage indicates a 
range rather than a specific value, the ranges of two different cognate percentages may overlap. If the 
amount of overlap is great enough, we cannot say with confidence that the two different percentages 
represent different degrees of relationship. (1989:3.3.1) 
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 Dialect Situation 
The Mbdam interviewees said that their language has no dialects. Mbdam is spoken the same way 
by all Mbdam people. Our comparison of the Mbdam word list with that of Daba (Mazaguay 
dialect) reveals that there are about sixty percent apparent cognates between them. Using Simons’ 
Tables of Significance at a confidence level of .10 for a list of sixty-five words, the range of error is ± 
13%, or 47–73% (1989:21,23). (The .10 confidence level means that there is only a ten percent 
chance that the actual figure lies outside of this range.) The Besleri (Hina Marbak/Mina) list of one 
hundred twenty-five words bears a resemblance of sixty-five percent apparent cognates with Mbdam 
(range of error: ± 8%, or 57–73%). Dieu and Barreteau report the following cognate percentages for 
Mbdam: 76% with Buwal, 72% with Gavar, 79% with Besleri, and 62% with Daba (Seignobos and 
Iyébi-Mandjek 2000:65). This brief lexicostatistic study confirms that Mbdam is a distinct language 
and not a dialect of any of these languages. 
 

Table: Apparent Cognate Percentages for Mbdam (ALCAM [253])  
with neighbouring languages 

 
ALCAM 

Code 
 
Language 

Dieu & 
Barreteau (%) 

Our results 
and range of error (%) 

[174] Mofu-Sud 47 --- 
[181] Cuvok 53 --- 
[183] Mafa 51 --- 
[241] Buwal 76 --- 
[242] Gavar 72 --- 
[251] Besleri (Hina/Mina) 79 65 ± 8 
[252] Daba 62 60 ± 13 

 
 

3.2 Self-Reported Multilingualism 

3.2.1 Languages Linguistically Close 
Mbdam people say they understand only a few words from each of the surrounding languages. These 
are: Besleri (which they call Hina), Mofu-Sud (Kora-Kora) and Buwal (Gadala). Mbdam 
interviewees said that of these languages, Besleri is the most comprehensible to Mbdam speakers. 
However, it is not similar enough to be easily understood. The majority of Mbdam adults do not 
understand Mofu, and Mofu speakers reportedly do not understand Mbdam at all. Mbdam people 
and speakers of these other languages use Fulfulde to communicate with each other. 

3.2.2 Languages of Wider Communication 
Fulfulde is the dominant LWC. Most of the adults present at the interview seemed to understand 
Fulfulde, but the children did not. French is the national language used for education and government, 
but only one or two men present at the interview could speak French. 
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3.3 Language Vitality and Viability 

3.3.1 Patterns of Language Use 
Mbdam people say that they rely heavily on their mother tongue for communicating with one 
another. They speak Mbdam in the home, with peers, and in the fields. Interviewees said they also 
use Mbdam in community life, such as for public announcements, local meetings, and traditional 
religious ceremonies. At one time Mbdam songs were being broadcast over the radio. Such extensive 
use of the mother tongue is characteristic of language vitality and maintenance.  
 
Mbdam even has its place in primary school; children speak their mother tongue during recess. This 
shows that Mbdam persists as the first language of Mbdam children. Teachers sometimes give 
explanation in Mbdam. French is the language of instruction, and reportedly children speak only 
French during class time.  
 
Fulfulde has limited domains of use for the Mbdam people, according to those we interviewed. It is 
spoken with outsiders at the local market, at the big market on Tuesdays at Salasa Baavang, and at the 
health center at Zidim. Adult men are the best Fulfulde speakers in the community, and they do speak 
it among themselves daily. The men being interviewed did admit to speaking a bit of Fulfulde in the 
home. This phenomenon, however, does not necessarily indicate language shift because most 
Mbdam children do not seem to understand Fulfulde. Interviewees verified this, saying, “The 
children do not speak anything but the mother tongue”. The children who were present at the time of 
the interview appeared not to understand any of the Fulfulde that was spoken there; they were unable 
to reply to simple questions addressed to them in Fulfulde. If Fulfulde were being spoken frequently 
in the home, children would be able to demonstrate some understanding of it. 
 
Churches are reportedly using both Fulfulde and Mbdam. The prominence of the Mbdam language 
in local church services is a clear indication of language vitality and maintenance. 

3.3.2 Migration and Intermarriage 
There are no secondary schools in Mbdam, so the few young people who do continue their studies 
attend secondary schools in Hina and Mokolo. Afterward, most Mbdam young people with a 
secondary school education choose to return to village life because they say there is no benefit in 
traveling and because they like farming with their families. Thus, there is minimal migration out of 
the community. 
 
Very few foreigners move into the community. There are a few women from Mofu (Ndzéléng) who 
have married into the community; they usually learn to speak Mbdam after some time. Therefore, 
intermarriage is probably not interfering with Mbdam language maintenance. 
 

3.4 Language Attitudes and Development 

3.4.1 Attitudes toward the Mother Tongue 
Mbdam young people are reportedly very proud of their mother tongue and will continue speaking it 
when they are old. Adults say that young people do not mix Fulfulde with Mbdam when speaking. 

3.4.2 Attitudes toward Other Languages 
The order of preference for languages that the Mbdam people would like to read and write is: (1) 
Mbdam, (2) Fulfulde, and (3) French. They listed Mofu (Kora-Kora) as their fourth choice but said 
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that they do not need to read Mofu because it is not their language. They are decidedly disinterested 
in learning to read Mafa or Giziga. Parents are not opposed to their children learning Fulfulde, but 
they have a strong preference for Mbdam over Fulfulde.  

3.4.3 Standardisation Efforts 
The Mbdam language has not been developed in written form; there is no alphabet, no language 
committee, no known linguistic analysis or literature of any kind. Interviewees said they would be 
very happy if they could read and write Mbdam because then they could read the Bible and other 
literature in their own language rather than having to read in a foreign language. They would like to 
really understand the meaning of the Bible and be able to write letters without having to translate 
them. The Mbdam people expressed willingness to participate in a project to develop their language 
saying, “We really need it.”  
 
 
 
4 Summary and Conclusions 
This preliminary RA survey of Mbdam probed the question of whether or not the Mbdam people 
need language development, mother-tongue literacy, and Bible translation. Mbdam is clearly thriving 
as the mother tongue of the Mbdam people, maintaining its place as the first language of children 
and as the language of choice in most domains of daily life. There are no dialects. Multilingualism is 
minimal; most adults speak only their own language and Fulfulde. The use of Fulfulde is not a great 
threat to the viability of the Mbdam language because adults use it mostly with outsiders. Children 
do not speak Fulfulde. The Mbdam people have a very positive attitude toward their own language 
and toward the development of it. They are also positive toward Fulfulde, but less so, and are even 
less inclined to learn neighbouring languages.  
 
 
 
5 Recommendations 
• Encourage the Mbdam people to organize a language committee and contact NACALCO for 

assistance in developing a written standard. 
• Add “No dialects” to the Ethnologue entry for Mbdam. Mumbdam is an alternate name. Village 

name: Budum or Boundoum. Add population: “6000 (estimate, 2001 SIL).” 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Rapid Appraisal Interview 
 
Interviewers: ________________________________________ Date: __________________  
Notes prises par: ____________________________________ Heure: __________________ 
Autres chercheurs présents: _____________________________________________________ 
 
Nombre de personnes présentes: __________ H: ________   F: _________ 
Village (note on map): ______________________  Arrondissement: __________________ 
Population donnée:  intérieure:__________  extérieure: ___________ 
 
DIALECTOLOGIE 
- Nom du peuple: 
- Nom du parler: 
- Quelles sont les origines du peuple?  
 
- Quels villages parlent votre patois (langue)? 
 
- Nommer les villages où les habitants parlent…  (Montrez une carte de la région.) 

exactement dans la même 
façon que vous. 

    

avec quelques différences 
d’accent ou de lexique. 

    

différemment et la 
compréhension est difficile 

    

différemment et la com-
préhension est impossible. 

    

 
Homogénéité de la communauté linguistique--cohésion sociale (Watters) 
- Y a-t-il des villages qui sont coupés des autres, pendant la saison des pluies, de sorte qu’on ne peut pas y aller au marché ou 
participer aux fêtes? Oui/Non   Lesquels? 
 
INTERCOMPREHENSION /MULTILINGUISME 
- Quels villages autour de vous parlent une autre langue? 

village 1 2 3 4 
langue     
     
village 5 6 7 8 
langue     

 
- Quand vous rencontrez quelqun qui parle X... 

Langue/Variante de parler/ 
Façon de parler du village X 

Vous 
parlez 

Ils  
parlent 

Lentement/ 
Normalement 

On 
comprend à 
l’âge de 6 
ans? 

Un  
peuple?  

Même 
origines? 

   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   
   l    n O/N   

- Laquelle de ces langues comprenez-vous le mieux ou le plus facilement?_ 
          le moins? 
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VITALITE ET VIABILITE 
Migration et intermariage 
- Les gens d’ici se marient avec qui? (l’intermariage entre qui?) _______________________________________ 

- quels groupes sont favorisés _____________________________________ 
- réstrictions?  

 
Jeunes 
-Les enfants vont-ils à l'école primaire?     tous / la plupart / quelques uns / très peu  
 -Il y a combien d’école primaire ici?   Elles sont où? 
 
            
-Les enfants vont-ils à l'école secondaire?     tous / la plupart / quelques uns / très peu  
 -Il y a combien d’école secondaire ici?  Elles sont où? 
 
 
- Y  a-t-il des enfants qui viennent de l'extérieur pour fréquenter l'école ici? 

Est-ce qu'ils sont nombreux? 
 

- Les jeunes qui ont terminé leurs études, préferent-ils rester en ville ou rentrer au village? 
Pourquoi? 

 
 
Présence au niveau local de notables âgés de 35 à 50 ans (Watters) 
- Où habitent la plupart des notables du village? Dans la communauté / Ailleur 
- Quel âge ont-ils approximativement? 
 Age du membre le plus jeun:  Le plus agé: 
- Y aura-t-il des gens pour prendre la relève des notables dans 50 ans?  
 
Étrangers: 
- Y a-t-il des étrangers qui viennent s'installer ici? Oui/Non   Sont-ils nombreux? Oui/Non 
- D'ou viennent-ils? 
 
- Pourquoi? 
 
- S'ils restent dans votre village, quelle langue parlent-ils avec vous?  
 
 
Utilisation des langues  
Au village, quelles langues utilise-t-on le plus souvent: 

Domestique LM Français Fulfulde  
Au foyer     
Entre amis (même âge)     
Au champ     
Au marché local     
Au grand marché     
Au centre de santé/clinique/dispensaire     
 

École LM Français Fulfulde  
Pendant la récréation     
Les élèves en classe     
Pour instruction     
Pour explication     
 
 

Publique LM Français Fulfulde  
Les Annonces     
Les réunions locales (avec le chef)     
Les réunions régionales (des chefs)     
Cérémonies religieuses traditionelles     
- Combien de personnes dans la communauté pratiquent les religions traditionelles? 
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- Quelles autres réligions existent dans ce village? 
 
- Lequel d’entre ces groupes réligieux est le plus nombreux?   
 
- Quelle langue est utilisée pour… 
                Noms d’Églises 

 
     

Lecture biblique LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

Chants LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

Prédication LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

Annonces LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

Prières LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM / Fr / Fu 
 
 

LM=langue maternelle, fr= français, fu=fulfulde 
 
Les indications de “language shift” 
- Pensez-vous que les jeunes d’ici parlent une autre langue plus qu’ils ne parlent leur LM? Oui/Non 
 Laquelle ou lesquelles? 
- Parlez-vous le fulfulde tous les jours ici au village? Oui/Non 
- Qui parle mieux le fulfulde: 

les jeunes / les hommes adultes / les femmes adultes 
- Pensez-vous que les jeunes mélangent la LM avec le fulfulde? Oui/Non 
 Si oui, est-que c'est une bonne ou mauvaise chose?  - pourquoi? 
 
 
- Lorsqu’un jeune parle le fulfulde à la maison, est-ce que les parents sont contents? Oui/Non 

Sinon, pourquoi? 
 
- Pensez-vous que les enfants d’aujourd’hui continueront à parler la LM quand ils seront vieux? O / N 
- Est-ce que les jeunes sont fiers de leur langue maternelle? Oui/Non 
 
Efforts de standardisation 
- Existe-t-il quelque chose d’écrit dans votre langue? (des chants, des prières, des portions de la Bible ou d'autres 
livres?)______________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

- Sont-ils utilisés actuellement? Oui/Non 
- Existe-t-il un comité de langue, d’alphabetisation, ou de traduction? Oui/Non 
 
- S’il y avait un tel programme dans ce village, accepteriez-vous de participer?   Oui/Non  
- Accepteriez-vous travailler en collaboration avec d’autres dialectes? Oui/Non 
 
 
Attitude positive à l'égard du changement (Watters) 
- Y a-t-il un comité de développement? Oui/Non 
- Quelles sont leurs activités principales à l’heure actuelle? 
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ATTITUDES LINGUISTIQUES 
- Quelqu’un qui veux apprendre votre langue, dans quel village/quartier habiterait-il pour avoir le respect de tout le monde? 
- Où parle-t-on le mieux votre langue? 
- Quel dialecte de votre langue (après le votre) choisiriez-vous d’écrire et de lire? 
 
- Quelles langues aimeriez-vous apprendre à lire/écrire? 

Langues (en ordre de choix) Pourquoi? 

1ère  

 

2ème  

 

3ème  

 

4ème  

 

 
- Est-ce suffisant de parler certaines langues, et ne pas les écrire et lire? 
 Si oui, lesquelles, et pourquoi? 
 
 
 
- Qu’est-ce que vous investiriez dans un projet de devéloppement de langue? 
…un seau de légumes?…un panier de  fruits?…un sac de maïs?…de l’argent?…de votre temps? 
par mois? Par année? 
 

- Que pensez-vous que les autres désireront investir dans un tel  projet?  
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Appendix B: Mbdam Word List 
 
 mbdam 
1. mouth pakwam 
2. eye nde 
3. head tala 
4. hair (on head) bdkwa 
5. tooth nde 
6. tongue ana 
7. nose ntor 
8. ear m 
9a. neck (front and 
back) 

wula 

9b.back of neck dakwam 
9c. throat maorlam 
10. breast wa 
11. arm/hand ndra 
12a. claw be 
12b. nail (of hand) be wndri 
13a. leg ass 
13b. foot ta paa ass 
14. buttock wudam wandaraf 
15. belly dms 
16. navel moh 
17. intestines/ insides wende 
18. blood mmbaz 
19. urine iss 
20. bone ke 
21. skin bukula 
22. wing pumpa 
23. feather ef 
24. horn faram 
25. tail makuah 
26. human being hed nak 
27. man (male) hed nak 
28. woman (ma)wala 
29. husband mawal 
30. child mbo 
31. name mija 
32. sky buaf / letudaf 
33. night njau 
34. moon antra 
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 mbdam 
35. sun pss 
36. wind meme 
37. cloud aavaj 
38. dew menemnem 
39. rain va 
40. ground hajak 
41. sand vk 
42. path kataf 
43. water ym 
44. stream (river) tarak / taym 
45. house e 
46. fire kahaw 
47. firewood telem 
48. smoke tsntsah 
49. ash brtik 
50. knife wass 
51. rope serek 
52. spear takar 
53. war (fight) jm 
54a. animal skm tadami 
54b. meat i 
55. dog haaza 
56. elephant waa 
57. goat naw 
58. bird vem 
59. tortoise takar 
60. snake ek 
61. fish kelef 
62. (head) louse eerem 
63. egg meke 
64. tree mpaj 
65. bark dawaj (tmpaj) 
66. leaf vede (tmpaj) 
67. root zem tumpay 
68. salt manda turi 
69. fat mbza /  skel 
70a. hunger (general) metess 
70b. hunger (for meat) endew 
71. iron (the metal) malawaj 
72. one mta 
73. two bk 
74. three maaka 
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 mbdam 
75. four nfa 
76. five dum 
77. six ukoh 
78. seven dtle 
79. eight daa maka 
80. nine tafa 
81. ten wm 
82. come ndaha 
83. send (someone) sambaj leoh 
84. walk nda 
85. fall ndv 
86. leave ndo tukwa 
87. fly mbr 
88. pour kwiju 
89. strike tawo 
90. bite amaw 
91.wash (transitive) ebao 
92. split (wood) paaku 
93. give vlaw 
94. steal lew 
95. squeeze ika 
96. cultivate embaw 
97. bury (transitive) faaw 
98. burn (transitive) varaw 
99. eat zmaw 
100. drink so 
101. vomit vew 
102. suck seseju 
103. spit (saliva) prew 
104. blow (on) ftew 
105. swell maa 
106. give birth embwaa 
107. die kalmt 
108. kill d 
109. push aaw 
110. pull aahaw 
111. sing dedref 
112. play (a game) eerew 
113. be afraid lenda 
114. want sak mbalaw / mba 
115. say ap 
116. see rew / saklemaw 
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 mbdam 
117. show mtsuwo / ew 
118. hear (hwak) emew  
119. know sak seew 
120. count (sak) aw 
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